Descendants of James David Graves and Mary Ann Durham of NC & TN (Gen. 535)
Autosomal DNA Testing
(Rev. 12 Oct. 2012)
GRAVES ANCESTRY:
Possibly descended from genealogy 13,
169, or 220 on the GFA website. A male
descendant with the Graves surname needs
to take a Y-DNA test to determine which
ancestry is correct.

James David Graves
b. 1821, NC
m. Mary Ann
Durham

Getting more autosomal DNA test results
and comparing those results to the ones for
the other genealogies will provide
additional information and support.

John David Graves
b. 1867, IL
m. Betty Ann
Ponder

James Carroll Graves
b. 1839, TN
m. Rebecca Elmina
Travelstead

Samantha Ann Graves
b. 1846, TN
m. William Henry
Clarida

George Jasper Graves
b. 1872, IL
m(1) Emma Ruth Daniell
m(2) Emma Scott

Lydia Agnes Graves
b. 1877, IL
m. John Robert
Bassett

Rebecca Mae Bassett
b. 1904, OK
m. Ernest William
Markham

David Wayne
Morgan
(matching segments
unknown) (F)

Enie Elmina
Graves
b. 1850, TN
m. Samuel Barter

Mittie Mahala Graves
b.c. 1855, TN
m. James Henry
Travelstead

NOTES: This chart shows all lines of descent that have been
tested by autosomal DNA testing from both 23andMe (Relative
Finder) and FTDNA (Family Finder).
The numbers at the bottom of the bottom blocks are the
chromosome number and the starting and ending position (in
millions) of the segment on that chromosome that matches
another descendant. The letter in parentheses indicates whether
the result is from Relative Finder or Family Finder.
The reason for the "no matching data" result is probably that
there are too many generations since the common ancestor for a
large enough segment of DNA to have been passed on. It is
possible that there is a segment of DNA that could be identified
if smaller segments are looked at.
If other Graves descendants have segments of chromosomes that
they share with other descendants, let us know, and those results
will be added to the chart.
KEY:(F) indicates match is from Family Finder, and (R)
indicates from Relative Finder.
Red DNA segments are probably from Graves ancestors.
Blue DNA segments may be from common ancestors who are
not Graves descendants.

